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Introduction
The 85 Lesson Launchers series is a wonderful way to turn extra classroom
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minutes into valuable learning time. Use the 85 quick activities at the beginning
of class to focus students on instruction; near the end of class to make good

use of transitional time; in the middle of class to shift gears between lessons –
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natural lead-in to more in-depth activities.

at

or whenever you have minutes that now go unused. 85 Lesson Launchers are a

This book focuses on the many components of a sentence: clauses,

fragments, nouns, verbs, different cases, different voices and much more.

85 Lesson Launchers are a convenient and useful supplement to your
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regular class lessons. Make every minute count!
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ANZAC Day
Always capitalise the first word of a sentence. Capitalise days of the week,
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months of the year and holidays.
Capitalise the proper words in the sentences below. Write two sentences to
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complete the story.

ANZAC Parade

we watched the anzac day parade yesterday in front of flinders street station. it was a cloudy
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monday afternoon in april, but of course the ceremony is never cancelled. i watched the
dawn service on television. the prime minister was there and the governor-general too! The
dawn service is to remember all the brave australians who have died in wars.
anzac day is a special holiday. it is when we remember people who have fought for their
country in wars. anzac day is always observed on 25 april. sometimes the official day is
on a saturday, tuesday or thursday. i like that i don’t have to go to school on a monday. it

rB

is a nice break from school.

in the parade there were many australian soldiers who have fought in different wars.
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some of them were very old and many of them have lots of badges.
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Family Reunion
Use a full stop after statements, commands and requests.
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n

Examples: Sonia won the race. (statement)
Please pass the salsa. (request)

at

Bring the red paper. (command )
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Trevor is having a family reunion. He has statements, commands and requests
to make. Place a full stop after the sentences below that need them. Label each
of those sentences, explaining if the sentence is a statement (S ), a command (C )
or a request (R). Leave the other sentences blank. Write one statement, one
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command and one request at the bottom of the page.

1. Your mother tells me that you are playing sport at school, Trevor
2. Yes, I will tell you about it, but first, please pass the sauce
3. There is the sauce

4. I am playing cricket and soccer

rB

5. Do you like to play those sports

6. Yes, because the players on both teams are very nice
Use your father’s glove for cricket

ke

7.

aw

8. It would help if you could please bring Dad’s glove the next time
9. Please remind me later

H

10. Will you come to my games
11. Tell me when the games are played
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12. The first game is on 10 April
13.

R

14.

C

15.

S
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Slip in a Semicolon
Use a semicolon to join two independent clauses if there isn’t a coordinating conjunction

io
n

between them.

1.
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Fill in the missing semicolons in the sentences below.
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Example: My dad loves to watch me swim; he goes to all of my swimming meets.

My dentist likes crocodiles there are pictures of crocodiles hanging on his ceiling.

3.
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2. A couple of snowflakes landed on my tongue catching snowflakes is a lot of fun.
We arrived at the dance late I want to be early next time.

4. My cousin bought a new skateboard I wish I were old enough to have one.
5.

The kangaroo jumped over the fence kangaroos can jump very, very high.

6. I saw a seal in the harbour this morning however, I only saw it for a second.
The water in the jug is too cold my teeth are very sensitive.
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7.

I want to ride the yellow dodgem cars I wish that I had brought more money.
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8. We saw a flock of birds fly over us they must be flying south for the winter.
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10. I gave Alicia the yellow one maybe I will get a blue one the next time.
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A Sudden Dash!
Use a dash to show an obvious and sudden break in a sentence.
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Example: The trip tomorrow – if you didn’t already know – has been cancelled.

We went to a park I may have already told you this to listen to a concert.
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Fill in the missing dashes in the sentences below.

2. We brought along a picnic we always do so that we could stay there the whole day.
My three best friends came with me you know them along with my dog Ralph.
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3.

4. There was a large crowd there always is to see the band.
5.

The band plays a mix of music in case you didn’t know that appeals to many people.

6. We put our blanket near the pond we like the water and sat down.
We had a large blue blanket you know which one that everyone could sit on.
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7.

The concert started late I was a little annoyed but everyone was happy to hear the music.
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8. There were birds in the pond nearby as there always are that made some noise.

10. Suddenly, my cat Ralph took off you know how that cat likes to run into the field to
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chase the mice!
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